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AGENDA
1 Apologies for Absence and Substitutions 

2 Disclosable Pecuniary Interests 

Members are reminded that they must not participate in the discussion or voting 
on any matter in which they have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest and should 
leave the room prior to the commencement of the debate.

3 Minutes of the meeting held on 12 March 2018 (Pages 1 - 4)

To agree the minutes of the meeting held on 12 March 2018 as a correct record, 
attached marked:  3  

4 Public Question Time 

To receive any public questions or petitions from the public, notice of which has 
been given in accordance with Procedure Rule 14.  The deadline for this 
meeting is 10.00 am on Friday 20 April 2018.   

5 Member Question Time 

To receive any questions of which members of the Council have given notice.  
Deadline for notification for this meeting is Friday 20 April 2018

6 Community Transport (Pages 5 - 44)

To scrutinise current issues around Community Transport, a report is attached, 
marked 6

Contact:  James Willocks, Transport Commissioning Manager, 
james.willocks@shropshire.gov.uk
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Communities 
Overview Committee

23 April 2018

2.00 pm

Item

Public

MINUTES OF THE COMMUNITIES OVERVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 
12 MARCH 2018 
2.00 PM – 3.26 PM

Responsible Officer:    Amanda Holyoak
Email:  amanda.holyoak@shropshire.gov.uk      Tel:  01743 257714

Present 
Councillor Cecilia Motley (Chair)
Councillors Nick Hignett (Vice Chairman), Ted Clarke, Rob Gittins, Roger Hughes, 
Vivienne Parry, Keith Roberts and Tina Woodward

26 Apologies for absence and substitutions 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Andy Boddington and Les 
Winwood. 

27 Disclosable Pecuniary Interests 

Members were reminded that they must not participate in the discussion or vote in any 
item in which they had a disclosable pecuniary interest. 

28 Minutes of the meeting held on 22 January 2018 

The minutes of the meeting held on 22 January 2018 were confirmed as a correct record.

29 Public Question Time 

There were no public questions.

30 Member Question Time 

There were no member questions.

31 Resilient Communities - Healthy Lives 

The Chair welcomed Dr Kevin Lewis – Director Help 2 Change, Jo Robins – Consultant in 
Public Health and Kate Garner – Locality Commissioning Manager to the meeting.  The 
Committee agreed that as Resilient Communities – Healthy Lives was such a substantial 
topic that rather than receive the detailed presentation previously circulated, that a brief 
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overview of work at this stage would be most helpful, with the aim of scheduling further 
meetings to look at issues in depth.   

In providing a context, Kevin Lewis, Director Help 2 Change, set out some of the key 
challenges facing the health and care system.  These included:

 An ageing population, living with long term multiple conditions – conditions which were 
not a consequence of age, many of which were preventable.  

 The traditional approach to providing health and care services was not sufficient to 
deal with this problem 

 Much of which influenced keeping well was related to social conditions in which people 
lived, from pre-conception onwards.

The answer to issues of ageing well was ‘community’ – rather than health services which 
would treat people and then send them back to the conditions that had made them sick in 
the first place. Clinicians alone were not the answer and more attention was needed to the 
reconfiguration of community services.  The Committee heard that:

 A reshape of the system was needed – with a shift from an illness reactive service to a 
well being preventive approach – which happened in a social context.  

 The move of Public Health into the Council had enabled work in a wide range of 
communities.  

 If all the assets within Shropshire were put together there would be a very large and 
rich resource to tap into, which could target the assets at people most in need.  
Delivering these efficiently across the system would make a massive difference.  

During discussion a number of members cited examples of community activities within 
their electoral divisions.  

Jo Robins – Consultant in Public Health

Members heard that the Healthy Lives Framework covered nine programme areas, some 
focusing on disease and others on social determinants of health:

Social Prescribing
Fire Safe and Well Visits
Cardiovascular Health and Diabetes
Working with Carers
Healthy Conversations – making every contact count
Mental Health
Dementia
Housing and Fuel Poverty
Resilient Communities

These areas had been chosen as they were either issues for the whole population, or 
were aimed at populations with more risks, for example, carers.  The Programme provided 
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an order to drive action forward and address challenges, and involved visiting other areas 
to see what was working well and reviewing best practice.

The rural nature of Shropshire and its dispersed population meant it was challenging 
reaching people and the Programme was taking a place based approach and had 
undertaken mapping to understand the position in relation to what health services were 
providing, or not providing and identifying gaps.  

The Programme was being delivered across a partnership and the Steering Group 
included the Voluntary and Community Sector which was particularly well placed to 
identify vulnerable people in their own homes.  

The aim of the programme was to reduce the currently unprecedented demand on health 
and social care services.  There was an increasing need to address lifestyle issues and 
GPs were frustrated that they did not have more time to address these issues.  Others 
such as social workers and front line staff practice nurses were being trained to hold 
conversations with patients and take a larger role in working with people to help them 
access community based resources and make the changes they needed  

Members were also informed about a targeted social prescribing programme in the 
Oswestry area and support provided to work forces to change.   

A member made reference to over-prescribing of medication and Dr Lewis went on to 
explain what Social Prescribing meant.  This involved defining people with the greatest 
need, and finding alternatives to the traditional method of prescribing medications.   The 
aim was to stop treating in silos and treat people as whole beings, including the 
community they lived in.   Social prescribing provided the interface between community 
assets and the clinical world. 

Kate Garner – Locality Commissioning Manager

The Locality Commissioning Manager explained that Resilient Communities was the 
Community capacity building programme being delivered by the Community Enablement 
Team in partnership with local communities.    Activity included: creation of hyper local 
directories of local activity and services; creation of Community Connector networks; 
putting local governance arrangements in place for local activity to report to where 
needed, eg Health and Wellbeing Forums, Steering groups; identifying gaps in community 
activity where there is unmet need and supporting the community to fill those gaps and 
being part of other programme teams, for example, social prescribing teams.  

The majority of community activity, organised by local people for other local people, 
provided benefits to mental, emotional and physical health and helped people to feel 
socially connected.  Members noted that councils could play a role in enabling this activity 
in a number of ways.

Members also discussed the current challenges around volunteering and social action 
particularly related to changes to Shropshire’s demographics.  There was an increasingly 
older population that relied on a culture of elderly people looking after other elderly people, 
changes to society which could mean that the capacity people currently had in retirement 
to volunteer and be active in their communities could diminish, and a lack of financial 
investment in infrastructure support for the voluntary and community sector, which could 
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result in organisations and charities being less robust, resilient and adaptable to cope with 
change and new ways of working.  

The Council was testing a number of innovative approaches that would build resilience 
and capacity of individual and communities and examples in Oswestry and Bishop’s 
Castle were cited.

The Chair thanked officers for the information provided which demonstrated a real 
recognition of issues effecting Shropshire’s communities.  It was agreed that she and the 
Scrutiny Officer should develop a proposal for a work programme on this area for the 
Committee.  

The Portfolio Holder for Health and Adult Social Care thanked the Committee for attention 
being given to this area.  He said that opportunity to influence partners would be very 
important and  outputs from the committee could make a real difference.

The issue of voluntary transport was raised as being vital in supporting community 
resilience.  The Committee agreed that a specific meeting on community transport would 
be needed. 

32 Environmental Maintenance Grants 

Members were reminded that at its meeting on 27 November 2017, the Communities Overview 
Committee
agreed to present the report of the Environmental Maintenance Grant Task and Finish Group to 
Cabinet. Accordingly Cabinet considered this report at its meeting on 13 December 2017 and 
agreed to consider its recommendations during future budget consultations.

On 14 February 2018, Cabinet identified Environmental Maintenance Grants as a cost saving, 
meaning that the programme would finish in its entirety on 31 March 2018.  At its meeting on 22 
February 2018, Council agreed to ask the Communities Overview Committee to look again at 
Environmental Maintenance Grants, and to report again to Cabinet on proposals for a revised 
grant programme.

Members reviewed the report of the Group and its recommendations and agreed that they 
remained sound.  The Portfolio Holder for Transport encouraged the Committee to submit the 
recommendations again to Cabinet on 21 March 2018.  

RESOLVED

To confirm the recommendations contained in 5.6 of the Environmental Maintenance Task and 
Finish Group Report and re-present these to Cabinet on 21 March 2018.  

33 Verbal Update from the Chair on Local Joint Committee Task and Finish Group 

The Chair reported that it was hoped that the Local Joint Committee Task and Finish 
Group would be able to undertake its work in a similar way to the Environmental 
Maintenance Task and Finish Group.  A meeting date would be confirmed shortly.  

Signed ……………………………………………………  (Chairman)

Date: 
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Community Transport

Responsible Officer James Willocks

e-mail: james.willocks@shropshire.gov.uk Tel: 01743 252474   

1. Summary

Community Transport in Shropshire provides a key safety net service enabling those 
people for who public transport is not suitable or available, access to essential services 
and facilities.  These services are dependant in the main upon volunteers to operate and 
meet the needs of the local communities they serve.

The purpose of this report is to set out how the Community Transport System is currently 
operating and the potential impact on the sector from the Department for Transport’s 
Consultation on section 19/22 licences.    

2. Recommendations

To consider the attached report on Community Transport in Shropshire and the potential 
impact of the Section 19/22 consultation on the Shropshire Community Transport Groups.

Propose the Council undertakes a Task & Finish process relating to Community Transport, 
engaging with the various stakeholders and partner organisations to identify a sustainable 
model of support for community transport in Shropshire.

REPORT

3. Risk Assessment and Opportunities Appraisal

Should the section 19/22 licence criteria remain in its current format, Shropshire Council 
will need to assess whether the contracts it holds with the Community Groups passes the 
legislative tests. If not, the Council will need to withdraw these contracts.

Should this scenario materialise, the groups will find themselves with a significant shortfall 
in funding, which as we understand from the groups and the consortium would likely lead 
to their closure, with potential significant impact on vulnerable members of the community.
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4. Financial Implications

The table below highlights the funding provided to the Community Transport Groups from 
Shropshire Council.

Table 1

Base Grant Concessions Total

Albrighton Flyer £5,000 £4,600 £9,600

Bishop's Castle Dial-a-Ride £13,650 £2,000 £15,650

Bridgnorth Community Bus £12,000 £5,425 £17,425

Broseley & Much Wenlock Friendly Bus £10,080 £9,000 £19,080

Church Stretton Area Ring-&-Ride £37,524 £20,400 £57,924

Corvedale Buzzard £6,891 £2,000 £8,891

Mamble & Bayton Community Bus £250 £0.00 £250

North Salop Wheelers £5,500 £4,000 £9,500

Oswestry Dial-a-Ride £35,300 £6,000 £41,300

Oswestry Community Cars £10,400 £0.00 £10,400

Shrewsbury Dial-a-Ride £53,199 £54,400 £107,599

Shropshire Link Replacement Budget 
“zero hour contract” £50,000 £0.00 £50,000

CT Consortium £20,000 £0.00 £20,000

Total £259,794 £107,825 £367,619

As not-for-profit organisations with charitable status, Shropshire’s Community Transport 
groups’ annual expenditure is structured to match their annual income, and fares are set to 
ensure sufficient revenue for the service to continue operating whilst remaining affordable 
for passengers. In addition to fares, the CT groups receive income from other sources. All 
groups receive an annual grant from Shropshire Council (table above). The groups in 
Shropshire vary in size considerably and subsequently so do their turnovers, but their 
financial structures are broadly similar. 
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Their total yearly income can be broadly split by;

 25% Shropshire Council grant

 25% contracts (less or nil for the smaller CT groups)

 25% fund-raising, Bus Service Operators Grant (BSOG) , donations, bequests and 
sponsorship

 25% fares and concessionary fares reimbursement

The Grant funding provided by the Council is not subject to an inflationary uplift and has 
therefore not been amended for a number of years.  The Community Transport consortium 
and the associated groups, have therefore sought ways to mitigate this funding shortfall 
and one of the ways that this has been achieved is by operating transport contracts on the 
Council’s behalf.

These contracts are laid out below, with four of them being school transport contracts and 
the fifth being a local bus contract provided as a dial-a-ride service, following the 
withdrawal of the Council’s Shropshire Link service.  

 BR1048 – The Friendly Bus

 X51449 – The Friendly Bus

 BA1017 – Oswestry Community Action

 OS1060 – Oswestry Community Action

 BC0745 – Shrewsbury Dial-a-Ride

These contracts currently provide the Community Transport Groups with c£139,118 of 
income, which is used to subsidise some of their activities in the wider community.

5. Background

Small bus Community Transport schemes in Shropshire operate under a number of 
different structures and can have different operating objectives.  However, all of them 
provide a ‘safety net’ style service and have a strong community base, involving users in 
the design and delivery of its service. 

All the schemes are independent of Shropshire Council in terms of their management 
structure and trading status.  Shropshire Council retains an observer / mentor position on 
the board of each group.  The sector is now formalised as a Community Transport 
Consortium and this has further strengthened the identity of the sector and provides 
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additional options for development and integration amongst the community transport 
operators in the future.

The transport the groups provide is designed to meet local needs that conventional 
transport services leave unmet.  This is usually due to non-availability of a conventional 
service or passenger’s mobility issues which makes traditional public transport unsuitable.    
The use of all Community Transport schemes is based upon membership and meeting the 
eligibility criteria.  Although the criteria varies from operator to operator, this is a necessary 
part of the legal vehicle licensing framework under which they operate.

All the groups operate Dial-a-Ride style services where journeys must be pre-booked.  
Generally, these journeys are essential in nature and provide access to local services and 
amenities such as healthcare appointments and shopping opportunities.  Shropshire 
Council’s grant funding is given to support these journeys.

The table below denotes the type of journeys available through each of the Community 
Transport groups;

Table 2

Group Fixed 
Route

Multiple 
pickups to 
one 
destination

Multiple 
Destinations

Community 
Cars

Excursions* 
or Trips

Contracts

Bishops Castle 
Dial a Ride Y Y Y

Bridgnorth Bus Y Y Y Y

Church Stretton 
Ring & Ride Y Y Y

Friendly Bus Y Y Y Y

North Salop 
Wheelers Y Y Y

Oswestry Dial a 
Ride Y Y Y Y

Corvedale 
Buzzard Y Y Y

Ludlow Traveller Y Y Y

Shrewsbury Dial 
a Ride Y Y Y Y

*Not funded by Shropshire Council

As part of the Concessionary Travel scheme Shropshire Council provides a capped level 
of funding to allow schemes to offer free or reduced cost travel for passengers on their 
services. This fare reimbursement is for journeys accessing essential services only. 

Following Shropshire Councils review of rural bus service provision in 2012 The 
Community Transport Consortium agreed to undertake service operation following the 
cessation of the Shropshire Link service.  By undertaking these services through its 
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members on a zero value, call off contract basis, Shropshire Council has been able to 
continue to offer a minimum level of rural accessibility to residents, but in a much more 
focussed and affordable way.

Other activities undertaken by the groups include group based and brokerage style 
journeys.  The purpose of these is more social and leisure and as such the cost of these 
trips is borne entirely by the users on the day with no Council support.

The Community Transport groups do not cover all areas of the County but are 
concentrated on the conurbations of Shrewsbury, Oswestry, Ludlow, Church Stretton, 
Broseley and Bridgnorth or where a particular local need has been identified by a group. 
Shropshire Council currently grant assists ten local Community Transport (CT) initiatives 
annually, each under an SLA, as shown in Table 2 above. 

Much of the transport provided by the sector in many ways facilitates the delivery of key 
statutory services by Shropshire Council and other key stakeholders.  These range from 
access to day-care and support services to non-essential medical and doctors’ 
appointments.

A key challenge remains the recognition, within many key internal and external 
stakeholders of the true cross sector benefit of this funded activity. 

Given the levels of volunteer involvement and the economies the groups achieve within 
their locally managed operations, it is acknowledged that Shropshire Council would not be 
able to replicate the current level of activity within the sector itself in a financially 
sustainable way.

Based on coverage and availability, the sector provides transport to its users under the 
current grant arrangements in the most affordable and effective way.

6. Additional Information

DfT Section 19/22 Consultation

The proposed DfT Section 19/22 permit consultation has brought into doubt the future of 
many community transport groups.  The consultation centres on the interpretation of 
whether these groups operate for a profit or their primary function is transport, if that is the 
case (and the latter is for most) then they would be required to apply for a Transport 
Operators Licence or relinquish the current ‘commercial’ contracts resulting in a shortfall in 
operating costs.

This will have a significant impact on Community Transport in Shropshire, with most 
groups finding the funding for these requirements prohibitive.
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The Dft have at the same time clarified some of the key requirements for groups to hold a 
section 19 licence and/or operate contracts;

 The main function of the licence holder is not primarily a passenger transport 
provider (such as a youth or social care body like the Scouts or Age UK)

 The licence holder operates exclusively non-commercially

 Where there is no commercial market for a service even if the payment made by 
passengers or another party might exceed the costs of providing the service (no 
commercial competition identified within the tender process).

On issuing the consultation into section 19/22 licence’s the Dft made the following 
statement; 

“On February 8, the Department launched its consultation on detailed changes to 
guidance and legislation for issuers and users of section 19 and section 22 permits 
in Great Britain.

We would like to reassure you that the Government’s commitment to this sector 
remains as strong as ever. Part of the purpose of the consultation is that operators 
and the general public have the opportunity to respond to the consultation and 
share ideas”.

However, it is widely viewed within the community sector at a local and national level that 
the outcome of the consultation will not see a fundamental change in the existing 
legislation, if that is the case then Shropshire Council will need to assess whether the 
contracts it holds with the Community Groups passes the legislative tests. If not, the 
Council will need to withdraw these contracts.

Should this scenario materialise, the groups will find themselves with a significant shortfall 
in funding, which as we understand from the groups and the consortium would likely lead 
to their closure.

The DfT consultation ends on 4th May 2018 with the results of this unlikely to be made 
public until the Autumn.

Conclusions

Community Transport Groups in Shropshire provide an essential service to those people 
for whom public transport is not suitable or is unavailable.  These services are only 
available to members of the scheme, based on eligibility.

Less than 50% of the Community Transport sectors annual base funding is provided by 
Shropshire Council and the sector are also reimbursed for revenue foregone for accepting 
concessionary travel passes.  The rest of their income is generated through fare income 
and contracts with other bodies including the PCT.
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The Community Transport sector currently have the ability to raise additional funding by 
providing contracted services for Shropshire Council or any other agencies with any 
surplus being used to offset the costs of their voluntary operations.

The outcome of the DfT’s consultation will have a direct impact on the sector and should 
as a result the groups be unable to supplement their revenue income with contractual 
work, alternative sources of funding will need to be identified. Should alternative funding 
not be identified there is a real possibility that many of the groups could make the decision 
to cease to operate.

List of Background Papers (This MUST be completed for all reports, but does 
not include items containing exempt or confidential information)

Cabinet Member (Portfolio Holder) Steve Davenport

Local Member All

Appendices Marked 

A – Report from Community Transport Consortium (Impact Report)

B – The Future of Demand Responsive Transport by the Community Transport 
Association

C – DfT consultation letter (dated 9th November 2017).

D – Case Study (Letter from CT user to The Friendly Bus, Broseley)
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Introduction 

RHCS was commissioned by the Shropshire Community Transport Consortium (SCTC) to produce this 

concise report which comments on the added value provided by Consortium members.  We used data 

provided by the 7 members of the Consortium, plus ward based population statistics and drew on a 

national Deloitte report - “Tackling Loneliness and Isolation through Community Transport” to arrive 

at the figures quoted.  

Shropshire Community Transport Consortium 

The 7 members of the Consortium, all of which are charitable or voluntary organisations, provide 

transport in distinct areas of Shropshire. Members are as follows: 

Bishop’s Castle Dial a Ride, Bridgnorth Community Transport, Church Stretton Area Ring and Ride, 

North Salop Wheelers, QUBE (based in Oswestry), The Friendly Bus (based in Broseley) and 

Shrewsbury Dial a Ride which incorporates The Buzzard, covering Corvedale. 

All members are fortunate to have committed volunteers who add considerably to paid staff to 

provide transport services across Shropshire. Collectively the consortium has 26 mini buses which 

range from 8 to 16 seats and provide door to door transport for people in need, including those at risk 

of rural isolation and people unable to attend medical appointments. Generally, services are offered 

during the week with limited availability at weekends. All members operate a membership scheme, 

for which a low annual fee is levied. Some operate a community car scheme, using volunteer drivers 

and others allow voluntary groups to hire their minibuses – a group membership scheme is in 

operation where necessary. 

Members who seek customer feedback confirm comments are generally positive with many remarking 

on the polite and friendly service and drivers being very helpful. For some, it is very definitely a “life 

line” and enables people to “get out and about”.  

The following table shows the level of income that supports the provision of Community Transport 

services across the county: 

Income to 
support 
Service B Castle 

NS 
Wheelers 

Friendly 
Bus 

Shrews 
DAR 

C Stretton 
RAR QUBE Bridgnorth TOTAL 

 Shropshire 
Council Grant  

               
13,650  

                     
23,000  

                          
10,080  

                 
60,000  

                 
42,581  

                    
45,000       17,425     211,736  

 Commercial 
Contracts  

                     
500    

                          
46,818  

                 
49,800    

                    
42,000       139,118  

 Other 
Shropshire 
Council income    

                     
10,000  

                          
10,851  

                 
56,000  

                 
21,677  

                       
6,000         9,619     114,147  

 Other income 
(e.g. BSOG, 
Fundraising)  

                 
1,500  

                     
17,500  

                          
39,821  

                 
16,000  

                    
7,214  

                    
55,000         6,473     143,508  

 Fares  
               

10,846  
                        

5,200  
                          

11,430  
                 

22,500  
                 

21,474  
                    

22,000             777  
      

94,227  

 TOTAL 
INCOME  

               
26,496  

                     
55,700  

                        
119,000  

               
204,300  

                 
92,946  

                  
170,000       34,294     702,736  

 

As can be seen, over £700k is generated, through one means or another through delivering the service.  
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In addition to the direct income generated, there is a significant amount of gift in kind generated 

through volunteer time. In the table below, the estimated total can be seen: this is based on an 

assumed rate of £7.75 per hour, and the services being available 51 weeks of the year: 

  B Castle 
NS 

Wheelers 
Friendly 

Bus 
Shrews 

DAR 

C 
Stretton 

RAR QUBE Bridgnorth TOTAL 

 Volunteer 
Drivers  

                       
14  

                                
7  

                                   
57  

                          
20  

                          
17  

                             
21               18              154  

 Weekly 
Volunteer 
Driver Hours  

                       
30  

                              
50  

                                
140  

                       
160  

                          
71  

                          
217             130              798  

 Annual Value 
of Vol Driver 
Hrs @ £7.75  

               
11,858  

                     
19,763  

                          
55,335  

                 
63,240  

                 
27,865  

                    
85,769       51,383     315,212  

 Other 
Volunteers  

                         
3  

                           
120  

                                     
8  

                          
15  

                            
7  

                               
5               14              172  

 Other weekly  
volunteer 
hours  

                       
10  

                              
30  

                                   
30  

                          
60  

                          
27  

                             
40               10              207  

 Annual value 
of other vol hrs 
@ £7.75  

                 
3,953  

                     
11,858  

                          
11,858  

                 
23,715  

                 
10,474  

                    
15,810         3,953        81,619  

 TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
VALUE OF VOL 
HOURS £ 

               
15,810  

                     
31,620  

                          
67,193  

                 
86,955  

                 
38,339  

                  
101,579       55,335     396,831  

 

As can be seen, based on actual income generated, an additional 56p per £1 value is created in 

volunteer time – an excellent match funding ratio. 

Other statistics from the schemes can be seen below: 

  
 B 
Castle  

 NS 
Wheelers  

 
Friendly 
Bus  

 Shrews 
DAR  

 C 
Stretton 
RAR   QUBE   Bridgnorth   TOTAL  

 Groups supported  
                       

25  
                              

45  
                                   

55  
                          

33  
                          

13  
                               

9               36              216  

 Council Groups 
supported  

                         
1    

                                     
9  

                            
2  

                            
2  

                               
3                 1                18  

 Number of Members  
                     

120  
                           

400  
                                

755  
                    

1,491  
                       

232  
                          

462             137          3,597  

 Number of passenger 
journeys  

                 
4,500    

                          
38,000  

                 
27,100  

                 
17,720  

                    
24,790         3,318     115,428  

 Number of Miles  
               

14,000    
                          

60,300  
                 

89,283  
                 

38,194  
                    

60,291       21,038     283,106  

 Number of car journeys  
                     

800    
                             

2,106      
                       

1,492         2,879          7,277  

 Number of health 
journeys  n/k    

                                
831  

                    
2,383  

                    
1,349  

                          
1,371         2,303          8,237  

 Number of wheelchair 
journeys  n/k    

                                
468      

                       
2,073               45          2,586  

 

As can be seen, there are over 3,500 members undertaking over 115,000 journeys through Dial a Ride 

service (an average of 32 journeys per year per person). In addition, some 7,277 basic car journeys are 
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provided with a further 8,237 health journeys and 2,586 wheelchair journeys. If one assumes, for every 

basic journey a minimum of £5 is spent in the local economy by the member (i.e. shopping or coffee, 

etc), this in itself equates to some £577,140 put back into the local economy that otherwise may not 

be spent, if the member is unable to travel without community transport.  

The Consortium undertook some consumer research, looking at just this issue. Responses were 

received from 305 individual passengers on a specific journey across the County showing an average 

spend of c. £33 – this extrapolated up to 102,000 passenger journeys, equates to £3.36 million. Whilst 

at first glance, this may seem an overstated projection, where passengers are travelling to do their 

weekly grocery shop, it is far from unrealistic. If all 3,597 members were to travel once per week for 

51 weeks to do their weekly “shop”, then at £5 this equates to £917k economic spend and at £33 it 

equates to £6 million. This underlines how Community Transport services also offer great support to 

our market towns, supporting the neighbourhood development model.  

Shropshire statistics 

At the time of the 2011 Census, Shropshire was reported to have a total population of 306,100 people: 

according to the 2015 mid-year estimates this has increased to 311,380. In terms of an age profile, 

Shropshire has a higher percentage of over 65 year olds than the national average, balanced by a lower 

than average under 25 population. Over 30% of the population is 60 or older, significantly more than 

the West Midlands or national averages. 

When considering future population projections, in terms of older people, the Office for National 

Statistics projects, in its 2006 sub based projections, that 65-84 year olds are going to increase by some 

70% to 83,500 in 2031, with Oswestry projecting the largest growth (95.7%) and South Shropshire the 

next largest. (78%). More alarmingly, the 85 and older age group is projected to increase by 194.6% 

to 20,600 in 2031, and whilst South Shropshire has the highest numbers projected, Bridgnorth is 

showing the highest projected growth of 223.7%. 

The Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) in Shropshire also notes that Shropshire has a larger 

cohort of older people than the national average and that this section of the population is expected 

to increase significantly, therefore ageing well is vitally important for the future population of 

Shropshire. It states that one in three over 65s and one in two over 80s fall each year: this is a key 

indicator of increasing frailty which comes with age.  Injuries sustained from falls are one of the most 

common causes of death in people aged 75 years old and over. There is a high possibility for people 

who have fallen to have repeated falls after an initial fall. Aside from increased risk of death as a result 

of falling, there's also an increased risk of disability, loss of self-confidence and reduced quality of life.  

It also notes that, in Shropshire, admissions to hospital from falls increase with age and there are 

significantly more admissions from females over the age of 75 years old. This is important due to the 

fact that there are large numbers of people aged 75 years and over in Shropshire: the population in 

this age group is expected to continue increasing. 

Potential Cost Savings to the Public Purse 

In the report, Tackling Loneliness and Isolation through Community Transport prepared by Deloitte, 
it is suggested that 28% of older people suffer from loneliness and isolation (based on Office of 
National Statistics). The report estimates that over the next 14 years, the percentage of those aged 
65-74 living alone will rise by some 44%, and those over 75 living alone will rise by 38%. The widely 
accepted effects of such “habitation” – these living choices, are increases in loneliness and isolation; 
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this will no doubt put added pressure on already stretched public services. Again, according to 
Deloitte, the direct effects of loneliness include:  

 Increased blood pressure and risk of cardiovascular problems 

 Elevated cortisol and stress levels 

 Disrupted sleep and its negative effects 

 Depression and anxiety 

 Impaired cognitive behaviour 

 Cognitive decline and dementia 

 Difficulties in regulating behaviour 

 Increased likelihood of falls and other physical accidents 

The indirect effects are noted as: 

 Earlier admittance to residential or nursing care 

 Greater risk of emergency admission or re-admission to hospital 

 High number of people visiting GPs because they are lonely 

 Non-attendance at healthcare appointments due to poor transport 

 Longer hospital visits 

 Increased number of domicile health visits 

 Higher rates of mental health drug prescriptions. 

Other indirect effects include: 

 Increased demand and pressure on informal carers 

 Increased demand on the voluntary sector. 

In the longer term, Deloitte proposes that these lead to greater health costs, greater pressure on 

carers and greater social care costs. The resultant costs on a national basis have been estimated to 

amount to between £1.3billion and £2.9billion per year. (These are based on the costs of earlier 

admittance into residential/nursing care, increased use of home care and day care services, higher 

rate of non-elective hospital admission, increased proportion of domicile GP visits and increased 

number of A&E visits.) Therefore the “value” of services such as Community Transport, as a 

preventative measure to keep people engaged, must be emphasised. It is also worth noting that as 

part of this potential value, is the use of community transport in taking people to hospital and medical 

appointments: these have increased significantly in recent months. 

It has therefore been estimated, on a national scale, that use of Community Transport can make 

savings against these costs of between £0.4billion and £1.1billion per year. This equates to a cost per 

person over 65 of between £110-£245 and savings of £34-93 per person.  

When considering the potential costs and savings in Shropshire on the same pro rata basis based on 

population statistics of the areas covered by the Community Transport partners, the table below 

shows that costs to the state would be between £7.1 and £15.9 million, with potential savings, arising 

from Community Transport, being between £2.2 and £6 million per annum: 

Potential CT Savings National Shropshire  

Total Costs to the state £1.1 billion - £2.9 billion £7.1 million-£15.9 million 

Equivalent cost per person £110-£245 £110-£245 

Total savings to the state £0.4 billion - £1.1 billion £2.2 million - £6 million 

Equivalent savings per person £34 - £93 £34 - £93 
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We can also analyse these figures between the different Community Transport organisations, the 

table below showing the cost and savings estimates: 

Note: in the table below, lower and higher relates to the range of potential costs and savings as based 

on the Deloitte report. 

 Potential Costs   Lower £   Higher £  

 Bishops Castle DAR  
                 

634,272  
              

1,414,915  

 North Shropshire Wheelers  
              

1,194,196  
              

2,663,976  

 Friendly Bus ( M Wen & Bros)  
                 

253,071  
                 

564,543  

 Shrewsbury DAR  
              

2,496,946  
              

5,570,110  

 Church Stretton Area RAR  
                 

334,459  
                 

746,100  

 Qube  
              

1,016,464  
              

2,267,496  

 Bridgnorth  
              

1,195,296  
              

2,666,430  

 TOTAL 
              

7,124,704  
           

15,893,570  

  
Potential Savings   Lower £   Higher £  

 Bishops Castle DAR  
                 

196,137  
                 

536,692  

 North Shropshire Wheelers  
                 

369,282  
              

1,010,474  

 Friendly Bus ( M Wen & Bros)  
                    

78,257  
                 

214,137  

 Shrewsbury DAR  
                 

772,132  
              

2,112,800  

 Church Stretton Area RAR  
                 

103,425  
                 

283,003  

 Qube  
                 

314,322  
                 

860,085  

 Bridgnorth  
                 

369,622  
              

1,011,404  

TOTAL 
              

2,203,178  
              

6,028,596  

 

These are not insignificant potential savings, but it should be noted that they are potential. If one uses 

these figures to look at actual savings by utilising current membership figures, then the actual current 

potential savings are significantly less, but still very notable. With the quoted 3,597 current members, 

there is an estimated saving of up to £1.2m based on the higher level of costings – and bearing in 

mind, some of these “members” are groups, the figure could be much higher.  
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The current membership, by its very nature, is clearly isolated, hence their interest in community 

transport. However, such people do not reflect the estimated 28% of older people suffering loneliness 

and isolation, quoted by Deloittes; only some 6% of older people in Shropshire. Age UK has proposed, 

on a national scale, between 7% and 33% people consider themselves to be lonely/isolated; as ever, 

there are many caveats applied to such projections. Therefore, bearing in mind this, the population 

projections and the age profile of these projections, then in years to come, the health and social care 

savings highlighted in the table may well be realised.  

 
Conclusions 

1. Shropshire’s population profile shows a higher than average number of older people with 

projections forecasting this to continue to increase dramatically to 2031. 

 

2. The provision of Community Transport services across Shropshire enables almost 3,600 

members (some of which are groups, therefore the figure in actual people numbers is higher 

but currently difficult to measure) to access transport for over 115,000 journeys per annum. 

 

3. The service is funded to the tune of £702k by a mix of Shropshire Council, commercial 

contracts, passenger fees and fundraising but is also supported by over 51,000 volunteer 

hours valued at £397k. 

 

4. Potential savings to the Health and Social Care budgets, based on projections contained in the 

Deloitte report could amount to between £2.2 million - £6 million. Based on the current usage, 

this could already equate to some £1.2m.  

 

5. In terms of economic benefit, expenditure within Shropshire’s towns as a result of community 

transport services has been calculated to be a minimum of £577k per annum, rising to 

anything up to £6 million. 
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The ability to get from place to place has been 
fundamental to the development of human 

civilisations throughout history. In today’s dispersed 
society, this observation is more valid than ever.

Our growing cities require large volumes of their citizens to 
move seamlessly from where they live to where they work and 
to where they play, across a densely populated space. In rural 
communities, the need to access services, work and leisure 
presents different but equally significant challenges.

If a society fails to provide the necessary connectivity for its 
population, it will become unattractive and unproductive while 
it runs the risk that its isolated citizens become excluded.

In our developed economy, personal transport is becoming 
increasingly less efficient and viable while the traditional 
planned nature of public transport is becoming too expensive 
to provide while failing to deliver the flexibility needed by  
its users.

A well-developed demand responsive transport solution has 
the potential to unlock this conundrum by fusing the flexibility 
offered by realtime digital apps to capture and package 
demand with the capability of public transport to meet  
that demand.

It is feasible to envisage tailored demand responsive transport 
solutions meeting the needs of big densely populated cities 
and of more diffuse rural communities while also providing 
strong links between these contrasting worlds.

In particular, the potential for demand responsive transport 
offerings to glue together major public transport arteries such 
as intercity rail services and their dispersed catchment areas 
seems like a huge opportunity.

As an essentially flexible approach, demand responsive 
transport is likely to generate a range of different delivery 
solutions stretching from community based volunteer delivery 
to fully commercial offerings.

With this background, the future for demand responsive 
transport in a wide range of guises seems like it promises  
to be a core part of a connectivity solution for a digital  
21st Century.

Richard McClean 
Railway Division Chair, Institution of Mechanical Engineers  
Managing Director, Grand Central 

Foreword

A more sophisticated approach to how we think 
about and organise travel, through a more demand-

responsive passenger transport network, will lead to 
positive benefits for people, places and the planet.

It will reduce the number of unmade journeys which lower 
people’s work and life aspirations and can leave them isolated. 
It will address concerns about under-used capacity and our 
carbon footprint.

This project moves us beyond silo-thinking and towards 
creating something we all feel we share, own and reach 
through the public realm with less regard for ownership 
models and mode-centric constraints. This has been a perfect 
opportunity to explore a joint piece of research with the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers. We are working together 

to create a space to discuss how to make transport more 
accessible and inclusive for all. Our creative and collaborative 
approach opens up a space for people to share their thoughts 
and ideas about future innovations in policy and practice with 
like-minded organisations.

I would like to thank all the participants who took part in the 
research and in particular Philippa Oldham, Head of Transport 
and Manufacturing at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers 
for chairing these sessions with me and for working with us 
to complete this report. Thank you also to Grand Central for 
sponsoring the creation and launch of this report.

Bill Freeman 
Chief Executive, Community Transport Association
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Community Transport Association
The Community Transport Association (CTA) is a national 
charity working with thousands of other charities and 
community groups across the UK that all provide local 
transport services that fulfil a social purpose and community 
benefit. We are for, and about, accessible and inclusive 
transport. Our vision is of a world where people can shape and 
create their own accessible and inclusive transport solutions 
so everything else in life can be accessible and inclusive too.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers
The Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) was 
established in 1847 and has some of the world’s greatest 
engineers in its history books. We are one of the fastest 
growing professional engineering institutions. Headquartered 
in London, we have operations around the world and over 
115,000 members in more than 140 countries working at 
the heart of the most important and dynamic industries 
such as the automotive, rail, aerospace, medical, power and 
construction industries.

Who we are

ABOUT THE PROJECT

In May 2017, the Community Transport Association 
(CTA) and the Institution of Mechanical Engineers 

(IMechE) launched a new partnership project to consider 
what was driving the interest and growth in demand-
responsive transport and what that meant for access 
and inclusion in the UK’s passenger transport network.

In the future more and more of us are going to make journeys 
without fixed routes and timetables in vehicles we don’t own  
or with people we don’t know. Demand-responsive transport 
(DRT)  is on the rise and more information is needed to 
understand what that’s going to look and feel like.

Demand-responsive transport (DRT), such as door-to-door and 
dial-a-ride services, is core business for community transport. 
This is a growing market with commercial operators moving 
into the space as technology driven solutions are bringing 
down barriers to entry.

There is a strong appetite from consumers for more shared and 
demand-responsive transport which blend the benefits of private 
car use (not needing to adhere to fixed schedules or routes) but 
without having to own the vehicle. Many people find that the up-
front and ongoing costs and driving licence entitlements  prohibit 
vehicle ownership, especially younger people.

It is likely that a confluence of political will, regulatory change, 
business opportunity, increased congestion and changing 
travel habits, will eventually make DRT models financially 
sustainable in their own regard.  In the meantime, almost 
absent from these big picture conversations, is the role of the 
voluntary sector and those unable to access the travel market.

This project shares what we believe are the major 
breakthroughs that will lead to demand-responsive solutions 

being much higher in the passenger transport mix, considering 
how far that can go in terms of being accessible and inclusive 
to all. We are not attempting to have the first and last word 
on this topic, but to introduce a more human voice to the 
conversation which illustrates the tone and terms we feel 
innovations within passenger transport need to be discussed 
in future.

Within this we focus on gaining a more sophisticated view 
of how to manage and support demand more effectively by 
considering how older people and those with disabilities make 
choices about when to travel and how they can make the most 
of their journeys.

We also consider how the regulatory environment and the 
design of our transport network fits with these innovations 
suggesting changes where necessary. In particular, we need 
to ask how many of us will have this as our main experience 
of transport and how we make sure this boosts access and 
inclusion for the most vulnerable and potentially isolated 
groups in our communities.

DRT has the ability to help us reduce our emissions by sharing 
journeys and taking vehicles off the road, reducing congestion 
and improving air quality within our cities, towns and rural 
communities. It provides the opportunity to deliver accessibility 
to all by ensuring that vehicles are fit for purpose. DRT has the 
ability to  improve the quality of life for those individuals who 
use the service rather than alienating them. It has an advantage 
of being able to offer a personalised approach to individuals 
rather than a timetabled untailored solution.

Introduction
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What is demand 
responsive transport?
Demand-responsive transport is a user-oriented form 

of passenger transport characterised by flexible 
routes and smaller vehicles operating in shared-ride 
mode between pick-up and drop-off locations according 
to passengers needs

The historical development of DRT has been summed up by, 
Alexander Spickermann, Volker Grienitz, and Heiko A.von der 
Gracht, who wrote, ‘From an historic perspective, the concept 
of DRT has been around for some time with experimental 
flexi-route, dial-a-ride and community car and bus schemes 
appearing in the UK as early as the 1960's, as part of a series 
of rural transport experiments following the Jack Committee 
Report (Ministry of Transport, 1961, 1965). The concept was 
then refined, developed and expanded in the 1970's in the 
UK with a range of experimental services appearing (Nutley, 

1988). Most schemes, however, were dependent on financial 
sponsorship from the Government and once the initial funding 
was removed they soon disappeared’1.

DRT can be linked directly to discussions about improved 
accessibility for all across all the transport modes and has 
primarily been seen as supporting people that cannot access 
mainstream services owing to mobility issues and remoteness 
from those services. However it is increasingly being discussed 
as something in the mainstream as a more viable means of 
providing services in place of traditional scheduled services 
along a fixed route.

It gives the opportunity for users to change their travel 
behaviour. Sharing vehicles will help to reduce the number 
of vehicles on our roads, reducing our carbon emissions 

Methodology
In creating this report the opening assumptions were: 
• A noticeable set of changes are happening in passenger 

transport leading to a greater proportion of journey being 
‘demand-responsive’ in the future. 

• This will be characterised by more journeys without fixed 
routes and timetables in a vehicle that the passenger 
doesn’t own. 

• There is a strong appetite from consumers for this. 

• This will lead to measurable social and economic benefits 
that will offset any disruptive effects on existing markets. 

• This will lead to a marked improvement in the quality and 
availability of accessible transport for the most vulnerable 
and isolated groups in our communities. 

• There needs to be a new set of workable rules to govern 
how these systems and markets will operate in future.

STAGE ONE – WORKING GROUP

There was an initial meeting on the 17th May 2017 at 
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Westminster 

with a working group of participants. These included 
representatives from community and commercial 
transport, consultants and academics.

The working group discussions were designed to refine the 
goals and methods for the project. Identify how to frame the 
questions and line of enquiry and finally, identify important 
stakeholders to be involved and consulted. 

The first working group meeting also shared the opening 
assumptions that needed testing before refining project goals 
and exploring them further with other audiences. 

The working group stimulated a lot of new voices and ideas 
and a list of potential contributors for listening days. 

STAGE TWO - LISTENING DAYS 

July 2017 was used to gain as many perspectives as 
possible from a range of stakeholders. In total there 

were five sessions, hearing from individuals who shared 
their expertise of different aspects of the project. 

This included charities working with people with disabilities, 
Mobility as a Service experts, vehicle manufacturers, local 
authorities and transport app developers.

STAGE THREE – PRESENT FINDINGS AT ‘NEW 
PERSPECTIVES IN PRO-SOCIAL TRANSPORT 
INNOVATION’ EVENT

This report and its findings will be launched at the Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers on the 21st November 2017. 
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1http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040162513002217 
2https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/vehicle-licensing-statistics-2016
3https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/551437/
national-travel-survey-2015.pdf
4https://www.carplusbikeplus.org.uk/tools-and-resources/annual-survey-of-car-clubs/annual-
survey-of-car-clubs-201516/

How we travel today
In this section we will explore a range of passenger 

transport modes and draw out how they relate to 
demand-responsiveness. To some extent all forms 
of passenger transport have a demand-responsive 
element so we have not solely focused on those that 
would be labelled as DRT. We have not attempted to 
consider all forms of transport, but recognise that 
modes such as cycling are integral to the success  
of multi-modal networks.

CAR OWNERSHIP AND USAGE

Car ownership continues to increase as individuals are 
believed to prefer the flexibility this gives them. Once 

individuals get access to a private vehicle the number of 
average bus journeys they take decreases very quickly. 

The average number of cars is below two per household, 
but the number of three and four cars per household has, 
steadily increased in proportion, owing to houses of multiple 
occupancy.

According to the Department for Transport’s vehicle licencing 
statistics: ‘At the end of December 2016 there were 37.3 
million vehicles licensed for use on roads in Great Britain.’ 
And ‘from 1995-2007, the annual growth in licensed vehicles 
averaged 690,000 per year, although from the mid-2000s it 
had already begun to slow somewhat. Following the recession 
of 2008-9 it reduced further, but did not stop growing, 
averaging 170,000 a year between 2007 and 2012. Since 2012, 
the average growth has been 680,000 per year.’ 

They further highlight that ‘during 2016, 41,819 new ultra-low 
emission vehicles (ULEVs) were registered for the first time, up 
40% from 29,965 during 2015. This amounted to 1.3% of all 
new vehicle registrations - up from 0.9% one year previously 
and 0.5% two years before2.’

The government’s national travel survey3 suggest that younger 
people are less concerned about vehicle ownership with set 
up costs being prohibitive compared to 20 or 30 years ago, 
and that “The proportion of young adults (aged 17-20) with a 
full driving licence has decreased since the 1990s when it was 
highest for this age group”.

The survey goes on to say that “Young people frequently say 
that the costs of learning to drive and of insurance are the main 
reasons for not learning to drive. This is likely to have contributed 
to declining car use amongst the younger age group.”

Although the cost of ownership for young people buying a car is 
very high, it is nothing compared to the cost of buying your first 

house. Current trends see many young people starting their 
job whilst still living with their parents and for this group getting 
access to a car may be less difficult.

One alternative to owning a car is paying for access to one. 
Carplus write that ‘Over the past five years, there has been 
sustained growth in car club membership - to over 27,500 
members using almost 1,100 vehicles in England & Wales 
outside London.’ They highlight that ‘Car clubs across England 
and Wales are currently provided by a mixture of commercial 
and not-for-profit operators, and significant innovation is 
taking place.’  Geographically, ‘there are around two dozen 
independent and not-for-profit car clubs operating in the 
UK, often serving single or small clusters of communities.’ 
In their make-up ‘these clubs, are mainly constituted as co-
operatives or community interest companies, have largely 
been established by local people to serve local populations’. 
Interestingly, Carplus also highlight that their work has found 
‘joining a car club leads to lower levels of car ownership: 16% 
of respondents had sold a car in the last 12 months and 32% 
would have bought a private car if they had not joined the  
car club.’ 4 

This upward trend in car sharing is driven by culture change, 
technological change, and the perceived inefficiencies in other 
modes of communal transport. However, car sharing schemes 
suffer the same issues as bus services for their financial viability. 
They require a large density of people and a helpful confluence 
of local authority, government, and technology support. 

Car sharing is less wedded to the business model of the 
brokering organisation (e.g. private or charity,) than it is to its 
beneficiaries, so rather than saying something is good because 
it has a charitable status, it is good because it has wide 
reaching social benefits for communities.

Activity in this space has two dominant themes. Firstly, large 
corporations are trying to get better at managing travel 
requirements of a large workforce whose default was to 
drive to work, requiring the devotion of ever larger areas 
of a company’s estate to parking with the implications for 
congestion, air quality etc. The other was more organic, 
consumer-led approaches, albeit very much driven by those 
companies that are creating the interface for people to 
interact and share.

as well as improving the air quality within our home and 
work environments. This provides an opportunity for vehicle 
manufacturers to readdress the designs of their vehicles  
bettering them to fit the needs and volumes expected to  
be moved, personalising them to feed the demands of  
those passengers. 

The history of DRT is the history of state intervention.  
Throughout time, and across the globe, there is yet to be 
a feasible demand responsive transport system which has 
managed without state support or private investment.
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Liftshare illustrated the first model by sharing examples 
from their work of supporting corporations like hospitals and 
manufacturing companies to manage their employees travel 
to work. Postcode data enables the mapping of travel patterns 
and grouping into clusters around common journeys, but 
the difference largely comes through positive culture change 
exercises. Arguably this is easier to achieve with a captive 
audience such as a workforce for a single employer where 
there will be many coinciding journeys.

Some examples were:
• Norwich Hospital, where 7,500 staff descend on the 

hospital daily and fill the car parks. So the patients can’t 
park and there is a huge amount of problems. 

• Jaguar Land Rover have the largest car sharing scheme in  
Europe and are  saving around £1.5m a year. The scheme 
is so successful they have managed to shut down a car 
park and open up more factory space. 

The benefit of a Liftshare solution is that it can be on an ad-
hoc basis. However, once you find the option that fits your 
preference, for example you find someone you connect with, 
you can continue sharing.

Liftshare reviewed this model of various stages of ownership, 
starting from buying a new car, outright. The second tier is that 
you share that car with family and friends. The next tier is you 
share it with a trusted network. And then the last one is that 
you share it with everybody. The result is that the more you 
share the cheaper the car gets and, less of the car you own. 

THE BUS MARKET

The Department for Transport’s (DFT) data for the year 
ending March 2016 showed there were an estimated 

5.04 billion bus passenger journeys in Great Britain, 
around two-thirds of all public transport journeys5. 

Focussing on England specifically they note that bus passenger 
journeys had decreased by 2.6% compared with the previous 
financial year and bus mileage was down 2% over the same 
period. This was largely owing to a 12.3% reduction in mileage 
on local authority supported services outside London.

It is important to note that there are variations across regions. 
In London, patronage has been generally going up, but fell 
in 2016 for the first time since 2012. Overall, there were 4.5 
billion journeys made by bus in England in 2015-16, the lowest 
figure since 2006.6

Local authority tendered services are intended to fill gaps in 
the network where a service may be deemed to be socially 
necessary (for example, enabling access to employment) but 
is commercially unattractive owing to insufficient demand 
and local geography. Figures from the Campaign for Better 
Transport show that the total budget for supported buses in 
England has changed significantly since 2010 when the total 
amount of funding was £298.2m; by 2016-17 the figure was 
£199.7m7.

In 2016 KMPG created a report for the DFT which reviewed the 
English Regional Bus Market and showed the long-term trend 
of decline, albeit with huge amounts of variability and patterns 
in different parts of the country. A huge number of factors 
combine making it difficult to understand the more localised 
picture. One key factor is competition from private car use. 

Local authorities would ideally subsidise those in supported 
services, where budgets have been squeezed. However, that 
no longer happens if the commercial operators cannot make 
the commercial services work and they tend to drop away. This 
then leads to a situation where there is a smaller network and 
so it becomes less useful to passengers. In turn this leads these 
users to resort to a means such as private car ownership.

The knock on effect is to take fewer journeys by bus, which 
can lead to a downward spiral. The secondary impact then is 
an increase in private cars on the road, adding to congestion 
and poor air quality. Passengers want their bus services to be 
reliable and punctual; this is inhibited by congestion.

In terms of satisfaction with services the Transport Focus 
Autumn 2016 report8 showed that overall, 87% of passengers 
were satisfied with their service, with 65% of fare-paying 
passengers saying that it provided value for money: a rise  
from 63% in 2015. On the punctuality of their service, 73%  
of passengers were satisfied – a fall from 75% in 2015.

The Transport Focus Bus Satisfaction Survey figures for 2015 
show that across all of the indicators, passengers using a 
free pass had higher levels of satisfaction than fare-paying 
passengers.

Brighton and Hove is one of the country‘s areas with growth 
in bus passenger numbers. This is due to the success of the 
primary operator delivering a good service and offering multi-
operator ticketing arrangements. This improves the ease with 
which you can move from one bus to another seamlessly. 
In addition to this there is the social enterprise Big Lemon. 
Currently all of Big Lemon’s coaches run on used cooking oil 
and the buses operate on batteries which are charged by solar 
panels located on the roof of the bus depot. 

A small proportion of the bus market is provided by 
community bus services operating just like any other public 
bus service. As they have their routes and timetables 
registered with the traffic commissioner, they are available  
to members of the general public. Unlike commercial bus 
operators, however, community transport (CT) providers who 
run a community bus route on a section 22 permit must do so 
without a view to a profit. Community bus services in England, 
Scotland and Wales are run using section 22 permits which 
allow community transport operators to run local, not for 
profit bus services, for the benefit of the community. Some of 
these will be commissioned or supported by local authorities. 
They are a significant part of the CT sector’s commitment 
to ensure that everyone can get where they need to be, no 
matter their circumstances.

Data from the Office of the Traffic Commissioner in February 
2015 showed that since 2009 there were 240 organisations 
operating section 22 services. Of these, 77% were in England, 
14% in Scotland and 9% in Wales. These organisations held  
a total of 826 section 22 permits.

Issues and trends in the bus market were a key area for 
discussion at our first roundtable. As it stands the current 
provision in the bus market is not meeting enough people’s 
needs in some way, shape or other. There was acceptance 
from bus industry participants that they have been quite slow 
to innovate and change their products. By comparison to the 
retail market which, for example, has responded in different 
ways by companies taking their products out and making 
them more flexible, around a customer’s lifestyle, rather than 
keeping the product as it is. Each of our public transport 
operators (rail and bus) need to go further with this. 
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We should not write off the bus. Scheduled services along 
fixed routes should not be underestimated or undervalued, 
because people like predictability and the confidence that 
it will be there tomorrow. This won’t always mean they are 
regular users but they want it there in case. Indeed the 
withdrawal of services is met with resistance.

Providing a vehicle with one driver to enable the mass 
movement of people works and is cheaper than the 
alternative of providing several smaller vehicles with a handful 
of passengers in each. This mode has the ability to take 
significant numbers of cars off the road therefore reducing 
emissions and congestion.

Much of what people desire from a demand-responsive 
service can be done with a good bus service, but expecting 
someone to turn up at a bus stop 200 yards away, which has 
got no shelter, no timetabling on it and hoping a bus will come 
along some time, is probably not a satisfactory model for  
the future.

One of the main ideas cited as driving bus services to be more 
demand-responsive is data. Historically traditional operators 
have very limited information on their customers, e.g. how 
frequently they actually use the buses, where they go from  
and to. Technology is improving traditional bus operators’ 
ability to use data to know where services should be better 
deployed. We may look back in five or ten years’ time and 
wonder why we send a bus on a fixed route just on the off 
chance that some people may want to get on it.

COMMUNITY TRANSPORT

Community Transport is a catch-all term to describe  
a range of services with the common aim of providing 

transport to meet a social purpose and community 
benefit on a not-for-profit basis. They are typically run  
by charities and other not-for-profit entities.

Community transport helps to address quality, availability and 
affordability of transport options for people that can’t drive 
and don’t have access to a conventional bus service, especially 
in rural areas. 

Using everything from mopeds to minibuses, typical services 
include voluntary car schemes, community bus services, 
school transport, hospital transport, dial-a-ride, wheels to work 
and group hire services. Community transport benefits those 
who are otherwise isolated or excluded, enabling them to live 
independently, participate in their communities and access 
education, employment, health and other services.

Much of the growth and evolution of the community transport 
we have today followed bus deregulation three decades ago 
and has been underpinned by a permit system, unique to the 
UK, which sets the rules and standards for how not-for-profit 
transport operators should work. It was known then that a 
predominantly commercially run bus network would leave 
unmet needs, both in terms of accessibility for people with 
limited mobility and availability of services.

Hallmarks of community transport include the emphasis being 
placed on access and inclusion, meeting unmet needs and 
high levels of volunteer involvement. Their business model 
is often more resilient in that they have the ability to attract 
charitable funds so are not solely reliant on fares or subsidies 

like bus companies and they are not looking to make a profit 
or needing to pay dividends to shareholders.

The creation of a demand responsive community transport 
service can often be as a result of the withdrawal of a 
commercial or subsidised service. In rural areas, such as parts 
of Dorset, DRT is often seen as the only viable alternative when 
bus services are withdrawn, so it’s not so much a choice.

Local authorities will often signpost to community transport  
and other DRT type services when asked to advise people who 
have lost commercial or subsidised bus services, which may 
sometimes be taken from the same pot that others subsidised 
services would have been funded from.

Community transport operators have privileged insights in 
the worlds of people whose lives and choices are diminished 
by not being able to get to the places they want or need 
to be. It is their everyday experience of rarely using public 
transport or not owning a car that influences the services they 
create themselves and a broader narrative about access and 
inclusion within passenger transport. This is much more than 
offering alternatives to private cars, buses and taxis. It features 
in discussions about opening up public services, connectivity 
to our rail network, and trying to enhance and support access 
to our mainstream bus networks.

At the time of writing this report there is a set of challenges to 
this regulatory settlement which is having a destabilising effect 
on community transport operators and the people who rely 
on their services. Whilst the Community Transport Association 
is addressing these issues outside of this project its important 
from the perspective of trying to address transport needs 
that the outcome includes recognition and protection of the 
distinctiveness of community transport services and the social 
value they deliver.

COMMERCIAL DRT MODELS

There is a perception that the traditional CT model for 
DRT was one that had been left alone over the last 

two decades, but recently more interest has been shown 
in this model from commercial operators.

Interest and questions throughout the project were to 
establish whether this position of ‘something’ happening 
could be seen as the trigger for more companies, especially 
commercial bus operators, to create DRT products to match 
their traditional bus offer.

One hypothesis for this was that commercial operators were 
used to working at scale with the efficiencies of having a single 
platform or ‘back office’ from which they could run a multitude 
of services. This approach did not have the benefits of the on 
the ground, small-scale view, a small community organisation 
might have that would enable it to run a more personalised 
and localised bespoke service for local residents.  
The thinking is that technology is enabling commercial 
operators to combine the benefits of scale with the benefits of 
getting a granular view of demand that they could mobilise in 
running profitable DRT.
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Many of these initiatives led from the bus market are currently 
focused on small-scale journeys serving those passengers who 
are often simplest to serve in terms of being able to make use 
of new technology and having the least complex needs. Again, 
this speaks to the need to focus on the most commercially 
viable model, by having a critical mass of passengers wishing 
to travel at similar times and who won’t need specialist 
support or care on their journey. As a consequence we are 
not currently seeing these models develop to encourage or 
incentivise travel between peaks.

CASE STUDY: Slide Bristol
Slide Bristol is believed to be the first service of its kind in 
the UK, positioned as a cross between a bus and a taxi. 
It was launched in 2016 by the international transport 
operator RATP Dev.

The ‘Slide Bristol’ app enables people to book a ride 
to work from a nearby location at a preferred time 
during peak commuting hours on Monday to Friday. 
The technology offers a convenient pickup point and 
calculates the optimal route to the passenger’s place of 
work based on others requesting a similar journey. RATP 
Dev believe they are addressing a unique set of demands 
and a number of important public policy concerns. They 
focussed on Bristol as they saw a critical mass of potential 
early adopters who were looking for alternatives to driving 
or bus services because of concerns about congestion, 
parking and inflexibility of fixed route and scheduled 
services. Services are provided in 8 seat vehicles so 
operate under private hire rules. Its commercial viability is 
owing to a more intelligent picture of demand leading to 
a reduction in unproductive journeys with few seats filled, 
rather than a set of assumptions about cost reduction. 
Although it’s entirely commercial and reliant solely on 
maintaining demand this type of service is comparable 
to what RATP Dev might provide in other regulated and 
publicly commissioned markets in other countries.

Firstly, in our research it did feature majorly in future thinking 
for commercial operators. 

One transport operator said they believed they were future 
proofing their business, but always having to balance that with 
commercial viability, hence the initial focus on peak travel.

ArrivaClick wanted to think about the whole market and not 
just individual segments and finding a model that would work 
for them. ArrivaClick is an intelligent, on demand and flexible 
minibus service that takes multiple passengers heading in the 
same direction and books them into a shared vehicle. The 
service was set up to transport passengers between Kent 
Science Park and Sittingbourne station.

There are similar models, such as Stagecoach’s Little and 
Often, which although following fixed routes and schedules, 
has the feel of a demand-responsive minibus service in terms 
of plugging a gap in the mainstream bus network and is being 
trialled in Kent.

Outside of bus market led initiatives there are other business 
models such as Driving Miss Daisy, a growing model in the 
UK which started in New Zealand and Canada around 15 
years ago. It currently has over 30 franchises operating 
across the UK. These range from sole traders using one car, 
to businesses running larger fleets and multiple franchises.  
It is attractive to entrepreneurs because they can buy into 
an established brand and access its systems, training and 
support. It positions itself as a companion service, going 
beyond transport provision into accompanying clients to 
appointments and visits and liaising with family and carers.

MOBILITY AS A SERVICE (MAAS)

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is the integration of 
various forms of transport services into a single 

mobility service accessible on demand. Originating 
from a model introduced in Helsinki, Finland, the most 
notable example of its usage in the UK is the system 
being piloted in the West Midlands.

The White Paper published by the MaaS Alliance in September 
2017 stated that ‘A fundamental principle and core motivation 
behind deployment of MaaS is that it is a user centric, 
customer-centric, market-centric proposition within a societally 
grounded context. MaaS aims to become the best value 
proposition for both private and business users, by helping 
them meet their mobility needs and solve the inconvenient 
parts of individual journeys, as well to improve the efficiency  
of the entire transport system.’9 

The Transport Systems Catapult state, ‘A key risk facing MaaS 
investment is that there are few examples of profitable MaaS-
style business models, operating at scale10’. Marcus Enoch 
highlights ‘that the low density of users is a fundamental 
problem to the success of DRT, as like any collective mode, 
it operates most efficiently when demand is concentrated to 
provide a high utilisation of resources’11. The debate around 
MaaS has often centred on how to make those who can 
already access transport able to access a different mode of 
transport. To reimagine transport as a public good we must 
also consider how MaaS can broaden and deepen the impact 
of our transport network. In order to achieve this, regulators, 
businesses, and community organisations, must consider how 
the allocation of subsidies can encourage marginal travel.  

RAIL

DRT is not limited to our road network but can provide 
a direct link into rail. When thinking about DRT in rail 

there are two dominant ideas:

1 One is the benefits of the ‘open access’ services, which 
are not part of any franchise and have been set up to 
create demand and popularity where there is a stronger 
element of needing to understand and fulfil passenger 
demands.

2 The other, which could support open access routes and 
others is the ‘first mile, last mile’ approach of trying to 
make a fixed route, scheduled service more accessible by 
helping people get to or from a location on that route.

Clearly demand-responsive, does not always mean something 
is immediately on-demand, but there is a growing interest 
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in a ‘turn up and go’ approach as being trialled by Arriva Rail 
London, which they are looking at replicating across all their 
other franchises in the UK.

CASE STUDY: Grand Central
Grand Central is an open-access passenger train operator, 
which means it doesn’t receive subsidy from, or pay any 
premium to, the Department for Transport. It carries 
passengers from London Kings Cross to York and the 
North East and to Doncaster and West Yorkshire. It is part 
of the Arriva Group owned by Deutsche Bahn. As an open 
access service it is arguably more demand-responsive 
that other rail services, perhaps more comparable to the 
strategy and business thinking of a commercial bus route.

Success has been built on exploiting a business 
opportunity based on finding a potential market and 
finding a way of meeting that demand. This has meant 
gaining an appreciation of how people want to travel and 
aiding their personal mobility by creating an option that 
makes sense to them. Finding practical ways of community 
engagement has helped. This has led to a detectable 
savviness in customer behaviour with many appreciating 
the value of making a slightly longer journey to an outlying 
station instead of trying to get into a bigger city with the 
additional costs and inconvenience of congestion and high 
parking costs.

Grand Central is mindful that more can be done to reach 
out to those who rarely or never use rail and the agencies 
that can help them access their trains, such as community 
transport. Volunteer involvement in helping people access 
the stations and trains is already in place.

This requires innovation in technology to aid the discovery 
of this travel option within a general industry wide need 
for smarter journey planning tools.

Grand Central places a premium on the need to 
continually innovate. It can be argued that innovation 
in the rail industry is contingent on the process of 
franchising with significant emphasis on innovation at the 
bidding stage, rather than being a permanent and growing 
activity within the lifetime of a franchise.

TAXI MARKET

Although not a major focus of discussion through 
the projects workshops it is important to consider 

the place of the taxi market, given that many of the 
developments in DRT cite some element of being ‘like 
a taxi’ suggesting that, similar to buses, consumers are 
looking for something more or different from what they 
have today.

A statistical release from the DFT in September 201712 showed 
that the total number of licensed taxi and private hire vehicles 
and licensed drivers in England reached record levels in 2017, 
driven by a 23.6% increase in licensed private hire vehicles 
between 2015 and 2017. There were also 356,300 driver 
licenses in 2017, 59,000 more than in 2015.

These statistics include business models using app-based 
technology, such as Uber, which although cannot be drawn 

out in the data, must account for a significant part of this 
growth. Indeed, much of the policy narrative around taxis and 
private hire vehicles focuses on the impact of these business 
models in ‘disrupting’ this market.

We know that adults with mobility difficulties (who are not 
only wheelchair users) are more likely to use taxis or Private 
Hire Vehicles (PHVs) than people who do not. However, it is 
only just over one-third of licensing authorities who require 
disability awareness training for taxi and PHV drivers.

These DfT statistics show that PHVs make up nearly three 
quarters of the market, but only 2.2% were wheelchair 
accessible, which is similar to the position in 2015. Taxis are 
better in that nearly 60% are wheelchair accessible, partly 
explained by initiatives such as Transport for London’s 
‘Conditions for Fitness’ licensing policy which includes this 
requirement, along with similar policy in around 60% of 
authorities. In rural areas wheelchair accessibility is lowest  
at 15%.

Success has been built 
on exploiting a business 
opportunity based on 
finding a potential market 
and finding a way of 
meeting that demand. 
This has meant gaining an 
appreciation of how people 
want to travel and aiding 
their personal mobility by 
creating an option that 
makes sense to them.
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Emerging issues and ideas

The goal was to understand the ideas and issues which 
shaped consumers’ behaviours in framing their own 

transport needs and choices and how this may differ 
between certain groups.

The enquiry led down two paths – one which saw greater use 
of DRT as a lifestyle choice, which competed with alternative 
modes of travel on factors such as convenience and cost. 
The second option saw DRT as an instrument of necessity to 
deal with market failure and public policy imperatives, such as 
environmental concerns. Clearly these paths cross each other 
in many ways, but there remains a distinct difference between 
a narrative about necessity (for example, finding a viable way 
to address loneliness and isolation in a rural community) and 
choice (for example, commuters stopping using their car to 
get to their local station and choosing another means which 
lessens the hassle and cost of congestion and parking).

Looking at the general population and how people use 
services today shows what is important to them and considers 
where a demand-responsive service fits in. Our discussions 
focused on bus users. 

For customers who use the bus now, we know that punctuality 
is very important to them, as is the predictability that comes 
with a fixed route and timetable, and knowing that there 
will be seats and the environment will be right. Flexibility is 
important but so is wanting to know where and when you 
catch a bus, and get off it. It is ensuring that the service 
provided is of good quality and at the right price. If that can 
be delivered by DRT or a traditional bus service, then either 
will succeed. If people do not want to use the bus in its 
current form it is clear there is a gap in the way that the bus is 
provided that means it is not meeting enough differing needs. 

More needs to be done to encourage people to not travel 
when they don’t need to and when they are traveling it 
should be alongside others sharing modes. This could be 
using public transport or car sharing. Businesses and local 
communities have a role to play in changing our behaviours to 
drive a reduction in the number of vehicles on our roads and 
improving our transport network‘s efficiency. It is about getting 
people to be comfortable with sharing their ride with other 
people whereas previously, they may have preferred travelling 
alone. Driving down the price of shared travel may be one way 
to achieve this.

Getting a better insight on what is going to happen to the 
population means there could be some focused effort on 
those hardest to reach, most poorly served people where DRT 
solutions could make a real difference. One of the biggest 
problems is that for vulnerable people, who have minimal 
access to transport, their world quickly becomes very small, 
because they feel nervous using the mainstream services, 

This section considers some of the issues and ideas that emerged  
from the workshops and interviews held at the listening sessions.

because they do not see the same person every time or they 
are sharing it with groups of people they are less familiar with.

Going back to the model of DRT fitting with both choice and 
necessity the challenge is to combine both these imperatives to 
create a more integrated and collaborative network that meets 
both needs, mainstreaming DRT to help the most vulnerable 
but making it sustainable by including lots of other people too.

By putting the needs of those who face the most disadvantage 
at the centre of the design of any new service or infrastructure 
from the outset we can create many benefits and save time 
and money through not having to remedy so many problems 
that arise down the line. It would enable us to find a better 
way of balancing and blending the convenience and speed 
which might be imperatives for many travellers with concerns 
about confidence and safety that may be felt more deeply by 
the most vulnerable.

THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY

At a simplistic level we know there are many buses 
and other vehicles out there that remain under-

utilised. People want to get from A to B, but are unsure 
where these buses are parked and believe them only 
to operate on fixed routes. The solution that connects 
these things together is technology. If people have a 
flexible way of knowing or demanding this travel, then 
DRT can provide the solution.  

City mapper ran a trial in London which used data to allow the 
passenger to have flexibility. The data can provide information 
on the route that it needs to run, along with obtaining real 
time information about traffic issues or congestion. It would 
be able to advise the individual that their journey would be 
quicker if they were to get off here and walk or go and get 
another bus. This information is provided to the passenger 
with enough time so they could make a decision as to whether 
they should stay where they are or change their route and  
get off.

If you are going to offer a DRT product or service, you need to 
have a flexible operating business model and fleet. Running 
effective DRT is not just about knowing or predicting demand 
but matching the most appropriate vehicle to fulfilling those 
needs. If at 9am in the morning we know 25 people want to 
travel, then a bus would be the best means of doing that, but  
if there are only two people going then it is necessary to send 
a more appropriate vehicle. 

It is a better use of technology that will create the right 
platform through which services can make themselves more 

CHANGING CONSUMER PREFERENCES AND DEMANDS
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discoverable and accessed by those looking for alternatives, 
whatever model they work to. 

Whilst disruption is unsettling for many operators and 
planners within the system, from a consumer perspective it 
is democratising demand management by putting it in their 
hands so they can shape and create their own transport 
experience. Over time the choices could diminish or lower in 
quality as the market disruption removes high cost and quality 
options from the overall offer.

Disruption is inevitable. So whether that happens through 
technology or by another means the key point is that people’s 
position in the market might change. In the sense that we 
have technology companies who want to deliver transport 
and others who believe this change should be driven by the 
transport operators, there is still more work to be done. 

FITNESS FOR PURPOSE OF PUBLIC POLICY 
AND REGULATIONS

A strong theme through all of our discussions was the 
fitness for purpose of regulations and wider public 

policy issues that may need attention. It is a commonly 
held view that regulation struggles to keep pace with 
innovation – i.e. people are innovating faster than the 
system can cope with.

The workshop and interviews assumed innovation is a 
necessary component of creating a more demand-responsive 
passenger transport network and focused on identifying 
regulatory and public policy issues which potentially stood in 
the way of this and how they could be overcome. 

Much of our thinking about passenger transport is mode-
specific and determined by the nature of the vehicles (i.e. how 
many seats they have; who owns them), which inhibits our 
ability to think holistically about an individual’s needs and how 
we help them make seamless, multi-modal journeys. Clearly 
this relates to the need to safeguard passengers and manage 
markets effectively, but if we take car usage, for example, we 
have completely different rules for taxi and PHVs, car-sharing 
and community transport car schemes, that are all contrived in 
different ways when the journey and the desired outcome for 
the end-user is the same.

The impact of this is particularly seen when innovation 
disrupts markets and it has not been readily understandable 
where new entrants like Uber fit in. New entrants to the 
markets are contriving their services in a different way and 
these are providing disruption to how consumers discover and 
make choices from what is available. This innovation happens 
very quickly along with the potential negative consequences  
of fragmentation that it drives in the marketplace.

These unintended consequences, often apply where 
legislation is drafted with one particular aim and ends up 
delivering something rather different. This is often because 
legislation in the UK is technology specific, but actually, it 
should be objective specific. For example, we have ended up 
with a situation where taxis are heavily regulated, but PHVs 
are less so, which was fine until Uber came and introduced a 
new model, which did not fit with the two different concepts. 
Getting the legislation right, which delivers objectives rather 
than referring to technology is the right way forward.

Our discussions also focused on how competition rules can 
inhibit innovation. If collaboration is a pre-requisite for greater 
integration, which is part of the innovation, then these rules 
need to be readdressed. Participants in our discussions felt 
strongly that competition rules make it more difficult than it 
should be for bus companies and other transport operators  
to cooperate for the public good.

Key questions that emerged were:

• If we are to set up new multi-modal offerings, then who 
leads on it?

• Who will take the lead in establishing the guiding 
principles for this?

• Who decides who gets to be involved and makes sure 
conflicts don’t arise? 

More needs to be done to make the systems and markets 
work more effectively to create innovations within the 
public sphere where services could be organised and/or 
commissioned in a different way to create local passenger 
transport networks with a greater element of them being 
demand responsive.

One recent example of innovation in this space has been 
the 37 total transport projects funded by the Department 
for Transport between 2015 and 2017. The principle is that 
savings can be made for the public purse through combining 
the commissioning of similar services. However, this approach 
left out local bus services. This approach enabled transport 
authorities to have a stronger lead over managing a network 
moving beyond just having profitable routes and nothing else. 
This may enable them to incentivise operators to provide a 
better mix of solutions than they do now.

A CREATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE FUTURE 
THROUGH DRT

DRT can make a significant contribution to the 
creation of better, more integrated local passenger 

transport networks that can meet more needs, being the 
first and best choice for making a journey. 

Through our workshops and interviews we considered different 
ways that such networks come about and what might offer 
promising solutions for us in the UK – that were technically 
possible, politically agreeable and commercially viable.

One of the stand-out questions was whether DRT would 
simply extract people from other forms of passenger 
transport, potentially making bus services less viable, and yet 
not tempt many people out of their private cars.

There was significant interest in models which blend DRT with 
scheduled services. For example, where demand responsive 
services starts at the end of a normal bus service, which 
runs on a fixed timetable as a typical bus would do in the city 
centre, and then when you get to a certain point it is a flexible 
demand route to finish it off.

This model can stimulate additional growth on the main 
routes. In the Netherlands for example, they are using 
community operators and volunteers to transport people into 
the arterial points to connect to the fixed route services into 
the more urban areas. This is connecting all the people from 
the outlying and rural areas into the main routes rather than 
just putting the whole thing into a demand responsive mode. 
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This emphasises the need to address questions of how we 
enable more people to access rail networks through provision 
of ‘first mile, last mile’ type solutions.

Overall, there appear to be three types of impetus that drive 
the creation of integrated networks.

• Technology led models
• Commissioner led models
• Operator led models
Although not mutually exclusive it is important to consider the 
nature of each in turn.

TECHNOLOGY LED MODELS

Technology led models are dominant in the discussions 
about Mobility as a Service (MaaS), accepting that these 
also have a significant contribution from Commissioners.

Much of the narrative of MaaS is focused on technology 
aggregating and presenting data to enable smarter journey 
planning and ticketing making it easier to discover and choose 
between options. It has been argued that allowing technology 
to dominate means that the focus is mainly on making the very 
simplest of problems (smoother journeys for commuters with 
high levels of mobility) even more simple to solve.

COMMISSIONER-LED MODELS

A mainstream network focusses on the main routes. 
These all need to be run profitably or subsidised to appeal 
to operators looking to make a profit, with a parallel 
market of community transport type services, often 
demand-responsive.

Understanding how this can readily translate into an 
integrated multi-modal network needs closer analysis. 
Successes in this area can come from transport authorities 
who use their powers, reach and relationships to drive these 
changes. Transport for London is the closest thing we have 
to working this way in the UK, given its control over its bus 
market, but we need to look beyond the UK for examples of 
how things could be different.

In October 2017 a news item about a French region 
commissioning its public transport network was eye-catching 
in the scope and scale of the network it was organizing.

It selected Keolis to run its passenger transport network, 
Rennes Metropole, including the provision of two metro 
lines, bus services, a reduced mobility service comparable to 
community transport, a bike-share scheme, the development 
of a long-term electric bike rental system, the management of 
a bicycle customer service centre and real-time car sharing.

In the UK our context, culture and conventions can act as 
barriers to achieving similar solutions. This is due to so much  
of our existing network (estimated through our workshops 
as around 70%) being purely commercial and not paid for or 
commissioned by the public purse.

The nature of a deregulated transport market will always mean 
that some journeys are unviable. One of the main reasons DRT 
services fail is that they become too flexible13, and that one 
of the only ways of making them viable is through targeted 
work such as around airports or train stations14. Clearly 
having a hybrid solution, with a role for community led activity 

DRT can make a significant 
contribution of the creation 
of better, more integrated 
local passenger transport 
networks that can meet 
more needs and be the first 
and best choice for making 
a journey.

supporting marginal and specialist needs through demand-
responsive services, which complement scheduled services 
in a more intelligently designed network is a worthwhile and 
achievable aspiration.

We need to find ways to see networks as defined operating 
zones, which include multiple modes, a mix of profitable and 
socially necessary subsidised services (not just tendered bus 
routes). This is not necessarily about new rules it is about 
better use and strengthening of existing rules. It is important 
that this is not over-prescribed to enable innovations and 
flexibility to experiment in the early stages.

OPERATOR LED MODELS

Technology and network governance can ease the 
exchanges between operators, but collaboration can and 
does exist by organisations finding ways to work together 
for mutual benefit. From our workshops and evidence 
sessions there is a strong message around rules and the 
need for better, more imaginative use of commissioning 
practices to drive innovation, but meaning that those 
processes are open to innovative groups of organisations 
that want to work together.

CTA has recently published a paper with Arriva Transport 
Solutions on how to improve innovation in health transport. 
Within this it was clear that innovation could come from the 
community organisations and commercial organisations 
coming up with a brilliant proposition, which can be taken to 
the commissioner but there needed to be more openness  
to such approaches than currently exists.

13http://oro.open.ac.uk/19345/1/enochetalTRB2006failed.pdf
14http://oro.open.ac.uk/19345/1/enochetalTRB2006failed.pdf
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A new vision for demand-
responsive transport

Most journeys by ‘everyday transport’ are local – to the 
shops, school, work, visiting family and friends or for 

an appointment. Even when we take a train or plane an 
element of this will be a shorter journey by road to connect 
us with the station or airport. If we are moving beyond the 
dominant thinking being about networks as combinations 
of fixed routes and more to defined operating zones, then 
we need to understand what the best footprint is for that 
network to be viable.

Technology is enabling us to gain a more granular view of 
demand that can be used to run efficient, personalised DRT 
services that offer a localised bespoke solution for local 
residents.  

The Bus Services Act has strengthened the powers of local 
leaders so they can shape their local transport networks for 
the benefit of their passengers, who have also been given a 
greater say over what they should look like. Total Transport 
also provides a body of new thinking which shows the benefits 
of linking the commissioning and provision of services such 
as school and hospital transport with the wider network. This 
could be a significant driver in taking a more creative and 
collaborative approach to enabling a more effective integrated 
local passenger transport network.

IT WILL BE RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE

DRT can lead to the reduction in the use of private 
vehicles. It can also lead to making much better use of 

capacity in passenger transport by reducing the need for 
larger vehicles running with spare capacity at certain times 
of the day by using smaller vehicles that only make the 
journeys that are required. 

Including providers that involve volunteers as drivers and  
work on a not-for-profit basis could add greater resilience to 
the network.

IT WILL BE ACCESSIBLE AND INCLUSIVE

By putting the needs of those who face the most 
disadvantage central to the design of any new service 

or infrastructure from the outset we can create many 
benefits and save time and money through not having to 
remedy so many problems that arise down the line.

By blending the demands of those who use DRT through 
choice as well a necessity we can find a better way of balancing 
the convenience and speed which might be imperative for 

Our vision is of better, more integrated local passenger transport networks that can meet more 
needs and be the first and best choice for making a journey. Making a greater proportion of 
journeys demand-responsive is integral to this. The hallmarks of this approach are:

many travellers with concerns about confidence and safety 
particularly those who are most vulnerable. When this is 
achieved a shift in mind-set can enable us to think about Social 
Mobility as a Service without ever needing to use the name. 

IT WILL BE CONNECTED

Many of the innovations we hear about in the transport 
space are about personalisation and autonomy.  

If we are being pro-social then we must champion the merits 
of a shared transport experience where taking a journey with 
others helps our physical and mental well-being. So much of 
what we do is about enabling people to feel independent, but 
we need to be alert to this creating isolation. We should not 
write-off the benefits of building a level of interdependence 
between separate groups with differing needs into our future 
thinking.

IT WILL BE MULTI-MODAL

Lack of confidence about the first or last part of an 
end-to-end journey might mean it never takes place or 

someone drives all the way. 

DRT helping with the ‘first mile, last mile’ may encourage a 
modal shift, for example, someone may be encouraged to use a 
train if a demand-responsive solution can enable certainty and 
confidence for them getting to and from the station. It will also 
enable us to see community transport as not just providing an 
alternative to conventional passenger transport but something 
that complements it and can support access to it.

IT WILL BE BUILT FROM THE GROUND UP

As technology and consumer preference make 
institutional boundaries and silos less relevant we  

start to think differently about the depth and reach of  
our networks. 

The risk with this is it can be a ‘year zero’ approach which is 
not grounded enough to discover the richness of what is there 
already. Our view is that this approach works best when we 
aim for a more integrated passenger transport network being 
built from the ground up. Building on existing assets and 
capacity within communities from the ‘ground-up’ is authentic 
and rooted in the experiences of people who know the patch 
and the priorities.

IT WILL BE LOCAL
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Recommendations

• CTA and other willing partners promoting greater 
inclusion of voluntary sector activity in passenger 
transport networks and Mobility as a Service.

• The Department for Transport and Innovate UK changing 
their funding competitions from being focused on 
individual modes to look more holistically at supporting 
Mobility as a Service and Demand Responsive Transport. 
This would provide a huge opportunity for community 
transport providers to position themselves to be part 
of the supply chain, either commercial or as a partner 
for one of the larger charities. Such competitions would 
reinforce the sustainability of these community transport 
groups as they would either be supporting peaks in 
demand or perhaps meeting some complex specialist 
needs that they’ve got expertise in.

• The Department of Communities and Local Government 
working with the city Mayors and local councils to 
address what is required by their towns and cities. One 
approach is concession-based where a council could 
pick topics e.g. reducing congestion. Local CT groups or 
transport operators could then submit solutions that 
were innovative and non-typical. The councils would then 
evaluate the bids and see what they could achieve by 
demonstrating gains to the economy or cutting carbon 
emissions for example.

There is a need to build a new coalition of interest around greater use of new powers held by 
local authorities to create local passenger transport networks through commissioning models 
that are more prevalent in other countries within Europe. We can only achieve this by: 
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        9 November 2017 
 
 
 

 

COMMUNITY TRANSPORT (CT) PERMITS 
 
Update for Local Authorities  
 
 
We have been asked by a number of local authorities to clarify some of the issues raised 
by our letter of 31st July 2017.  These are addressed in the Q&A below. 
 
The most important point to stress is that we expect that many CT operators will remain 
unaffected by this clarification. It is most likely to be an issue for larger CT groups who 
undertake some work which is similar to that of bus companies. CT organisations will be 
entirely unaffected if they: 

• are not primarily a passenger transport provider (such as a youth or social care body 
like the Scouts or Age UK); or 

• operate exclusively non-commercially.  
 

 

Will the section 19 and section 22 permit system end?  

No.  

 

What does operating “non-commercially” mean? 

A wide range of services operated by CT groups which could be considered “non-
commercial”. In our view this includes situations where: 

• any charge made to passengers is substantially less than the cost of providing the 
service and no other payment is made by any other person in exchange for the service. 
This could include CT services whose fares are heavily subsidised by fund raising 
activity undertaken by the CT group concerned.  

• the service consists of an occasional (rather than regular) activity, organised on a 
voluntary basis (with an unpaid driver) for a specific group of people - even if the 
passengers share the costs. This could include day trips undertaken on an ad hoc 
basis. 

• where the use of a vehicle is for the purpose of providing transport for persons who 
have paid charges for services other than transport and the transport provided is 
merely incidental to the provision of those other services. This could include transport 
provided as part of a day centre or lunch club.  

• where there is no commercial market for that service – even if the payment made by 
passengers or another party might exceed the costs of providing the service. This 
could include:  

o where there were no bids received for a local authority contract from commercial 
operators1; and 

                                                           

1 Such as taxi or PHV firms or operators holding a PSV operating licence 



 

 
 

 

o where a CT group is running a registered bus service and there are no 
alternative providers who hold a PSV O licence for journeys to and from similar 
destinations. 

 

What happens if some of an operator’s CT services are non-commercial and others 
are not? 

The legal position is that the same “undertaking” can’t undertake both commercial and 
non-commercial work.  So CT operators may wish to consider establishing a separate 
undertaking to carry out commercial work which then applies for a PSV operator’s licence, 
whilst keeping their non-commercial work in the existing organisation. A Traffic 
Commissioner has recently approved the grant of a PSV licence to a CT operator on this 
basis.  

 

Is there a grace period for operators to comply?  

DVSA have not yet taken any immediate enforcement action (such as prosecution or 
referral to a Traffic Commissioner) against any CT operator who currently runs commercial 
services under a permit but has demonstrated that they are taking urgent steps to adjust 
their operating model. DVSA’s proportionate approach is determined by each operator’s 
individual circumstances.  

 

Should a local authority cancel any current contracts it holds with CT operators? 

The Department’s letter of 31st July was sent to local authorities as permit issuing bodies, 
not because of their role in awarding contracts. We have not asked any local authority to 
cancel any contracts and do not expect that they should have to do so. 

There may be opportunities for unsuccessful bidders to challenge a decision to award any 
local authority contract at the point at which the award decision is taken.  The avenues for 
further challenge from other operators during the life of a contract are likely to be limited 
and to focus on whether an authority is acting reasonably in deciding whether or not to 
continue with the contracts concerned.  

All CT groups that are operating on a not-for-profit basis have, since 1985, been able to 
apply for permits to carry passengers in a bus or minibus without first holding the Public 
Service Vehicle (PSV) operator’s licence that would otherwise be required. This has been 
the legal position that, until recently, was set out in all guidance to local authorities and 
operators. Both local authorities and operators have therefore been awarding and bidding 
for contracts in good faith. 

Whilst it is ultimately for authorities to take their own advice, we do not expect authorities 
to be at significant risk of successful legal challenge if they continue with their existing 
contracts whilst affected operators transition to a new operating model. A template letter 
which authorities may wish to send to affected operators is attached at Annex A. The letter 
includes four questions which we suggest are asked of each CT operator (including any in-
house operators) who may be running a contracted service using a permit.  

On receipt of a response from a CT operator authorities should be able to continue with 
the relevant contracts if they satisfy themselves that: 

• the responses received about the commercial or non-commercial nature of the 
organisation’s services are accurate and consistent with the advice in this note; and  

• the operator concerned is taking appropriate action to adjust their operating 
arrangements. Authorities should bear in mind: that DVSA expect operators who need 



 

 
 

 

to do so to take urgent steps to become compliant; and the experience and resources 
available to the CT group involved. 

In our view this would be a proportionate response, which recognises the potential impacts 
of alternative approaches on the passengers who rely on these important services.  

 

What are the road safety reasons for some CT operators needing to change their 
operating model? 

Under the previous legal understanding, two minibus or bus operators, one of which was a 
non-profit-making CT group using a permit and the other a profit-making PSV licence 
holder, would have been treated quite differently. Even if both operators won the same 
local authority transport contracts, used similar vehicles and employed their drivers (rather 
than using volunteers) the vehicle operated by a CT group may have had a less stringent 
MOT test and the driver needed fewer road safety qualifications. 

 

Why did the Department issue at letter on 31st July instead of just consulting this 
autumn? 

The timing of the letter was influenced by potential legal action against the Department, 
and the enforcement activity taken by DVSA. Our judgment was that it was better to 
explain the situation actively to permit issuers than for rumours of the DVSA action to 
circulate around the sector without any clarification from central Government. 

 

  



 

 
 

 

Annex A – Draft letter to CT groups under contract to the authority who may be 

using permits to operate services 

 

COMMUNITY TRANSPORT PERMITS AND COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS 

I am writing to you in relation to the contracts that you hold with [name of authority] for 

providing transport [and related] services. 

As you may be aware, the Department for Transport issued a letter to all issuers of section 

19 and section 22 permits on 31st July 2017. This clarified that under existing law (which 

has been in force since 2011 but previously interpreted incorrectly in guidance) community 

transport (CT) operators undertaking commercial work will need to hold a PSV operator’s 

licence, and use drivers who have specific driving entitlements and qualifications.  

On 9th November 2017 the Department issued a further note to all permit issuers which 

addressed some of the most significant questions that had been raised on their earlier 

letter.  This note provided further guidance on the handling of contracts with CT operators 

and the circumstances in which an operator’s service might not be considered to be 

commercial (attached at Appendix 1). 

[If steps have already started to cancel contracts - Following receipt of DfT’s latest note we 

are reconsidering our initial expectation that contracts could need to be cancelled].  

I should be grateful if you could provide answers to the four questions below for each of 

the contracts that you hold with us by [insert date – suggest a minimum of 28 days]. This 

will allow us to determine whether or not you are likely to need to adjust your operating 

model and, if so, satisfy ourselves that you are taking appropriate action. 

1. Does the organisation which holds the contract use section 19 or 22 permits to provide 

the service? 

2. If you answered “yes” to question 1, do you think all of those services are operated on 

a non-commercial basis (as defined in the appendix)? 

3. If you answered “yes” to question 2 please explain why you think that is the case? 

4. If you answered “no” to question 2, it is likely that you will need to make some changes 

to your operating model. Please explain what steps you have already taken, or plan to 

take, to adjust. 

If you are unsure of your position, including what steps you might want to take to adjust 

your operating model in the most effective way, you may wish to seek independent advice.  

The Community Transport Association’s Advice Service may be able to help and are 

available on: 0345 130 6195 between 10:00 - 16:00 Monday to Friday.  

We recognise the vital important role that you, and other, CT operators in [name of 

authority area] and are committed, whilst ensuring fair competition for tenders, to working 

with you to minimise the impacts of any transition on your passengers, existing contracts 

and wider services. 

  



 

 
 

 

Appendix – Services that could be considered “non-commercial” 
 
A wide range of services operated by CT groups which could be considered “non-
commercial”.  The Department for Transport considers that this includes situations where: 

• any charge made to passengers is substantially less than the cost of providing the 
service and no other payment is made by any other person in exchange for the service. 
This could include CT services whose fares are heavily subsidised by fund raising 
activity undertaken by the CT group concerned.  

• the service consists of an occasional (rather than regular) activity, organised on a 
voluntary basis (with an unpaid driver) for a specific group of people - even if the 
passengers share the costs. This could include day trips undertaken on an ad hoc 
basis. 

• where the use of a vehicle is for the purpose of providing transport for persons who 
have paid charges for services other than transport and the transport provided is 
merely incidental to the provision of those other services. This could include transport 
provided as part of a day centre or lunch club.  

• where there is no commercial market for that service – even if the payment made by 
passengers or another party might exceed the costs of providing the service. This 
could include:  

o where there were no bids received for a local authority contract from commercial 
operators2; and 

o where a CT group is running a registered bus service and there are no 
alternative providers who hold a PSV O licence for journeys to and from similar 
destinations. 

 

                                                           

2 Such as taxi or PHV firms or operators holding a PSV operating licence 
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